blu·stone™
An extensive selection of luxury freestanding bathtubs, shower bases & sinks are
made from Blu Bathworks® signature eco-friendly stone material.

durable
Crafted from 80% quartzite, blu·stone™ is a highly durable material, which is highpressure injection-molded, anti-microbial & non-porous. Low maintenance &
repairable, blu·stone™ bathware is stain & scratch resistant.

colors + texture
Visually luminous and highly tactile, blu·stone™ is homogeneous in nature & available
in a range of colors and choice of matte or gloss finishes. Personalize further with an
optional exterior embossed pattern - which can be custom designed.

sustainable
blu·stone™ material composition provides superior water temperature retention, and
given its low-energy production process & limited production wastage due to its
recyclable nature, blu·stone™ fixtures are an environmentally friendly choice.

design flexibility
The blu·stone™ collection includes a range of luxury bathtubs, sinks & shower bases all available in a choice of sizes and shapes. blu·stone™ bathtubs range from compact
condo-sized options suitable for alcove installation to luxury freestanding models.
blu·stone™ is the ideal material for creating custom design solutions to support project
specifications. Just let us know your requirements.
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colors & finishes
Visually luminous, blu·stone™ bathware is offered in a white matte finish as standard, which – unlike gelcoat
alternatives – is how blu·stone™ emerges from the mold. Many blu·stone™ products are also available in a gloss finish,
which is achieved by delicately polishing the matte product.
A selection of blu·stone™ bathtubs & sinks are also available in a range of vibrant, modern colors including lime,
concrete & black, all complete with matching blu·stone™ waste cover. Homogenous in nature, the color is consistent
throughout and stain & scratch resistant for easy maintenance.
Uniquely, blu·stone™ bathware is also available with an optional carved embossed pattern, achieved through a handcrafted process. In addition to creating texture, the embossed pattern can be custom designed to create a highly
individualized statement piece.
blu·stone™ is a live finish, which may exhibit variations in color, shade and brightness over time to better reflect the
natural stone material, while the optional embossed carving may exhibit a faint shadow or grey effect. We believe this
process further personalizes the piece and will make any interior space a work of art.
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Tier 1: 10-14 week lead-time

Concrete

Black

Concrete Embossed

Black Embossed

White Embossed

White Gloss

colors & finishes

Lead time indicated is approximative from order confirmation date and does not include shipping within North America.
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colors & finishes

Custom: ETA at time of order

50% non-refundable deposit required

Yellow

Orange

Blue

Red

Lime

Biscuit

colors also avaiable in embossed finish

Lead time indicated is approximative from order confirmation date and does not include shipping within North America.
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